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Public awareness and concern about climate change often do not match the

magnitude of its threat to humans and our environment. One reason for this

disagreement is that it is difficult tomentally simulate the effects of a process as

complex as climate change and to have a concrete representation of the impact that

our individual actions will have on our own future, especially if the consequences are

long term and abstract. To overcome these challenges, we propose to use cutting-

edge artificial intelligence (AI) approaches to develop an interactive personalized

visualization tool, the AI climate impact visualizer. It will allow a user to enter an

address—be it their house, their school, or their workplace—-and it will provide them

with an AI-imagined possible visualization of the future of this location in 2050

following the detrimental effects of climate change such as floods, storms, and

wildfires. This image will be accompanied by accessible information regarding the

science behind climate change, i.e., why extreme weather events are becomingmore

frequent and what kinds of changes are happening on a local and global scale.

H
istorically, climate change has been an issue

around which it is hard to mobilize collective

action, despite the threat that it presents to our

species and life on our planet. Researchers studying this

phenomenon have systematically observed that effec-

tive communication on the subject of climate change

arises frommessages that are both emotionally charged

and personally relevant, and that images in particular are

key in increasing the awareness and concern regarding

the issue of climate change.27 Despite this assertion,

many of the traditional forms of communication that are

used by experts to communicate to the public are often

based on scientific reports, which can fail to communi-

cate the urgency and importance of this monumental

phenomenon to the general public.4 The aim of our

project is to use Artificial Intelligence (AI) to contribute

to bridging this gap, and to create a tool to raise aware-

nesswith regards to the impacts of climate change.

CLIMATE CHANGE
COMMUNICATION

Given the findings on the importance of images in cli-

mate change communication, recent research has

explored translating numerical climate models into rep-

resentations that are more intuitive and easier to under-

stand, for instance via climate-analog mapping, which

involves finding a city whose current climate matches

that of another city in 2080, following the impacts of

global warming: for example, based on climate model

projections, Washington, DC, will have a future climate

that is more similar to that of Greenwood, Mississippi,

which is 6.4 �F (3.5 �C) warmer and 1.7% drier.8 Other

projects have endeavored to facilitate more emotional

and experiential engagement via a compelling textual
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narrative, emphasizing climate change as a present,

local, and personal risk.25 Image-centric approaches

have also focused on selecting relevant photographs to

represent the extent of climate change impacts6,23 as

well as on using artistic renderings of possible future

landscapes9 and even immersive video games2 and vir-

tual reality experiences.1

The goal of all of these approaches is to communi-

cate effectively regarding this all-encompassing global

phenomenon that will inevitably impact every single liv-

ing being on the planet. However, therein lies the issue—

the impacts of climate change cannot be predicted per-

fectly, and this is reflected in uncertainty in the climate

models and in their probabilistic output. Therefore,

communications around climate change have contin-

ued to emphasize the possible changes that may hap-

pen in the future, based on numbers from scientific

studies. However, as long as this message stays

abstract, it is difficult for most people to fully incorpo-

rate this information and act accordingly on it. This is

due to cognitive biases that we have as human beings,

such as those that predispose us to maintain the sta-

tus quo and to avoid expending resources on threats

that are outside our realm of sensory experience, such

as those that are far away in time and space.15 While

these biases were an advantage in environments

where threats to our survival were concrete, nearby,

and impending, such as awoollymammoth threatening

to attack, they are much less useful in fighting current

threats to our existence, such as invisible pollution,

slowly rising seas, an increase in zoonotic diseases, or

added degrees of global warming temperatures. We

therefore see a need to use modern, 21st century tools

such as AI to overcome these biases and spur action

on climate change.

IMAGES AS COMMUNICATION
VECTORS

Research in behavioral science has systematically

shown that people’s behaviors and attitudes can be

affected by interactions with images that visually

depict the future consequences of actions taken today.

For instance, researchers have found that young peo-

ple tend to save significantly more money when pre-

sented with a decision calculator that projects their

pension amount, accompanied with an age-progressed

photograph of themselves at retirement age.12 Like-

wise, middle-aged and older employees commit to put-

ting aside more money for their retirement when the

total amount is made more vivid and concrete, as a

monthly amount to live on, with concrete examples of

the objects that they can and cannot purchase.10

The above studies show that when people are

given evocative depictions of how actions today affect

outcomes tomorrow, they are more likely to change

their behavior. In particular, they often behave more

like people who have thought about the issues at

length. This emotionally grounded “decision aiding”

approach maintains credibility by drawing on unbiased

projections of the future and leaving freedom of

choice to the (now better informed) individual. Con-

scious of the fine line between educating (i.e., by pro-

viding transparent and truthful information) and

manipulating (i.e., using advertising or misinformation

to influence outcomes), we propose to harness this

approach, allowing viewers to time-travel into the

future and visualize the severe impacts that climate

change is likely to have by using an AI technology.

THE POTENTIAL OF AI
In recent years, AI has made incredible progress in many

domains and applications, including speech recognition,

machine translation, and computer vision. However, one

of the truly impressive applications of AI has been the

ability to create incredibly realistic images of people and

objects using generative adversarial networks (GANs).11

Themost attention-grabbing applications of this genera-

tive technology have been the so-called “Deep Fakes,”

such as aging and gender transformations and even

video editing applications applied to any user-submitted

image, with surprisingly realistic results.

Above and beyond these viral examples of GAN

applications, there have also been projects that aim to

use generative models for a clear social good, for

instance to aid people’s understanding of and empa-

thy toward situations that affect people and places far

FIGURE 1. Example of an urban flooding scene generated by

our generative model.
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away in time and space. For example, MIT’s Deep

Empathy project aims to use AI-generated imagery

simulating the impacts of war on major global cities

like Boston and Paris in order to help viewers empa-

thize with victims of war in places like Syria and Afgha-

nistan. Nonetheless, research on the psychological

and emotional impact of AI-generated imagery is lim-

ited, and warrants further empirical studies regarding

the ways in which they can impact human perception

and decision-making, while addressing the specific

moral and technical challenges raised by the creation

and usage of AI-generated images.16

As amatter of fact, the true utility of these generative

models arises from their ability to generalize and to pro-

duce diverse, realistic outputs. This is especially true

in cases where a target output does not exist in real

life, making it impossible to simply train using more

traditional, “supervised” AI techniques. Generative

approaches allow the user to control the generation pro-

cess, for instance, by defining specific modes, class

labels, or features that the output image should have.

These conditional generative models, which can gener-

ate an image given some desired characteristics, have

notably been used for style transfer, applying artistic

styles such as that of van Gogh or Monet to photo-

graphs, showing what it could look like if Monet painted

the harbor of modern Shanghai or van Gogh the savan-

nah nearNairobi.Weharness the same kind of AI genera-

tive power in our own project, but instead of applying an

artistic style, we illustrate rising waters in landscapes

where flooding seems like a far-away impossibility now.

OUR APPROACH
As we stated above, our project aims to raise public

awareness and understanding of climate change and

to inspire people toward sustainable actions and life-

style choices. By using AI-generated imagery to visual-

ize the personalized, street-level consequences of

climate change, we make the threat of climate change

more salient and concrete. The extreme weather event

that we chose to focus on first is flooding, since we are

based in Quebec, Canada, a region that is increasingly

impacted by flooding due to climate change. We

believe that using these images will help to overcome

the traditional climate change communication and

action barriers and raise awareness regarding this

important issue. Our hope is that this will enable help-

ing viewers overcome their cognitive biases and to

take action on stopping climate change as individuals

and asmembers of the global community.

METHODOLOGY
To generate the images of the locations under the

effect of climate-change-induced flooding, we use the

same kind of generative approach described in the pre-

vious section, but we have created a custom GAN to

better suit our purposes. In essence, GANs are AI mod-

els that are made of two subnetworks: a generator and

a discriminator. These networks compete in a zero-sum

game: the goal of the generator is to fool the discrimina-

tor by creating images that are as realistic as possible,

while the discriminator tries to distinguish the images

output by the generator from the real training images.

In the case of our model, the goal of the generator

is, therefore, to learn how to generate a realistic

flooded image, whereas the discriminator aims to dis-

tinguish whether the images it sees are made by the

generator or are actual flooded images. This process

leads the generator to gradually improve the quality of

the generated images, and to be able to fool the dis-

criminator more and more often. At the end of the

GAN training process, the images created by the

FIGURE 2. Before and after example of the transformation

carried out by our GAN approach, based on an image of a

suburban house.
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generator should be indistinguishable from the real

images by the discriminator: this is called conver-

gence. In practice, convergence is complex to attain,

since images have many characteristics and attrib-

utes, and so the generator has to learn a very complex

set of mathematical functions in order to generate

realistic images. This is why we had to try several dif-

ferent approaches in order to be able to generate real-

istic images of flooding.

WHERE AND HOW TO FLOOD
Initially, we attempted generating flooded scenes using

a CycleGAN network,28 a generative model that was

shown to be successful in carrying out simple domain

transfer manipulations such as transforming horses to

zebras and apples to oranges. However, we realized

that this relatively simple approach had several draw-

backs: on the one hand, it changed the entire image,

modifying the appearance of houses, trees, cars, and

sky, rather than focusing on the actual flooded region.

On the other hand, the way in which CycleGAN func-

tions requires an image to be translated back to its

original domain once it has been translated first time,

preventing major destructive changes to the initial

translation, such as hiding the floor with water:

because such a transformation removes information

the original image can hardly be reconstructed per-

fectly, suggesting other approaches were necessary.

We also quickly realized that the task of flooding a

scene is complex, since the model being used should

learn how to do several things, such as: 1) to put water

in sensible areas (and therefore understand where the

ground is, the size and perspective of objects, etc.) and

2) to draw realistic water (with reflections of its sur-

roundings, the appropriate texture etc.). We therefore

endeavored to create our own, custom AI model.

Inspired by previous work such as InstaGAN19 and

Attention-Guided CycleGAN,17 we divided the flooding

task problem into the two subtasks defined above: the

masking task, which aims to produce masks of regions

where water should go, and the painting task, which

aims to paint realistic water in the regions defined by

thesemasks. However, at this time, we were faced with

a problem that comes up often in AI applications: a

lack of sufficient data to train our model. We therefore

ventured to create a simulated world that we could use

to generatemore training images for our model.

USING SIMULATED DATA TO
LEARN

Generally speaking, AI approaches require a lot of data.

This is due to the fact that an AI model needs to see

many examples of a given class to learn what defines it.

This applies to many applications of AI, be it classifying

cats and dogs of different breeds or recognizing spo-

ken words with different accents. Generative models

can require even more data than traditional models,

depending on the complexity of the generative task:

sometimes tens or even hundreds of thousands of

images are used for training GANs that can generate

realistic, high-definition results. While it is relatively

easy to gather many examples of faces, zebras, or

apples, in our use case, real images of flooding taken

from a first-person perspective (as opposed to aerial

photographs) are rare, especially in the case of extreme

flooding. Also, the images that we were able to pains-

takingly collect by hand and via crowd-sourcing were

heterogeneous in terms of quality and lacking in poten-

tially useful information such as the quantity of water

present and the dimensions of objects in the image.

Therefore, in order to address the lack of before/

after flooding data, we created a simulated world

using the Unity 3D game engine (Unity 3D, engine ver-

sion 2018.2.21f1) that we could use to generate realis-

tic images. By creating and extending this virtual

world, we could generate a wide variety of images for

training our model, including urban and suburban

areas with different types of buildings and landscapes,

covering a variety of homes and buildings that exist

worldwide. Using a simulated world also enables us to

FIGURE 3. Before and after flooded scene from our Unity sim-

ulated world.
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access information that is missing in real-world data,

for instance pairs of images (i.e., the exact same loca-

tion before and after a flood, see Fig. 3) and 3-D geom-

etry and depth information of the scene, which is

important to enable our model to learn what consti-

tutes different levels of flooding.

Based on a larger dataset including both real and

simulated data, we are able to train our GAN architec-

ture, which is composed of the two parts that we men-

tioned above: a Masker model whose task is to

generate a mask of where flooding should be on a

given image leveraging our simulated data using a

technique called ADVENT,26 and a Painter model

whose aim is to generate realistic water on the area

defined by the Masker, inspired by the GauGAN net-

work.20 The painter is trained using real images of

floods, in which it should be capable of reconstructing

water that is masked out using the masker. The model

will therefore learn not only what constitutes realistic

water, but also the contextual nature of the phenome-

non, including shadows and reflections. The parts of

the image that are not affected by flooding (i.e., the

buildings and the sky) are reconstructed by the net-

work in a manner that is as similar as possible to the

input image.

AI CLIMATE IMPACT VISUALIZER
While the AI component is a central part of our

endeavor, the ultimate goal of our project is to create

a website allowing a user to enter an address any-

where in the world, be it their house, their school, or

their workplace, and provide them with an AI-gener-

ated imagined rendering of a possible future of this

location in 2050 following the detrimental effects of

climate change. This image will be accompanied by

information regarding the science behind climate

change on why extreme weather events are becoming

more frequent and what kinds of changes are happen-

ing on a local and global scale. While it is impossible to

predict whether a particular location will actually be

hit by a climate change-related extreme event, such a

visualization aims at encouraging empathy and mak-

ing users better understand, even if they themselves

are not vulnerable to the impacts of climate change,

what other people may go through due to extreme

weather events. We are also currently working on sup-

plementary AI models to represent smog, wildfires,

and droughts in addition to floods, to represent the

diversity of extreme weather events that will be ampli-

fied by climate change.24

The computer infrastructure behind this website

will enable the following to happen: based on an

address entered by the user, the system will query

Google Streetview to fetch a first-person image of the

address, then send this image to the Masker, which

will create a mask of where the flood should be drawn.

The mask will then be provided to the Painter model

along with the original image, outputting a visualiza-

tion of what a flood could potentially look like at that

particular location, the whole generative process tak-

ing no more than a few seconds. We will accompany

the image with accessible explanations of the science

behind climate change, as well as examples of per-

sonal and collective actions that can be taken to

reduce our environmental footprint. Our aim with this

is to empower users of our website, showing them

that it is not too late to change the course of climate

change and that there are actions that can be taken

to fight climate change, and that both as individuals

and as members of society, we can do our part to miti-

gating the extreme climate events that may take place

in the future.

CONCLUSION
Climate change is a cognitively overwhelming phe-

nomenon that makes it difficult for us to take action

on. In fact, we are hardwired by our genes and by our

surroundings to maintain business as usual, and to

address threats that are both more material and more

urgent than this abstract, diaphanous entity. Using

recent progress in artificial intelligence, we are making

the impacts of climate change more concrete and

more personal, with the goal of helping individuals

take action and to make an impact.

We are currently pursuing work on two fronts: we

are carrying out lab-based experimentation to estab-

lish whether the images we generate can be used to

influence the perception of climate risks and public

opinion,18 and we are working on creating a website to

FIGURE 4. Screenshot of the website that will host our AI cli-

mate impact visualizer.
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host our AI models and to create a seamless user

experience for our audience, including a narrative

around the future risks of climate change and extreme

weather events, in order to better explain the science

behind the predictions and to better contextualize our

tool. Our aim is that by early 2021, we will create an

immersive, impactful website that will enable our

viewers to render possible futures more concrete, con-

ceptualize the impacts of climate change, and make a

difference in stopping it in its tracks.
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